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About This Game

Your main objective is to help Polandball here! Break through Earth's atmosphere and reach for the Moon to prove other
countryballs once and for all they were wrong and conquer the final frontier!
This is not going to be an easy task as you have a huge target on your back!
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Crazy Features - KURWA!!!

 Upgrade Polandball's Rocket
  Build a strategy on how you will conquer the space! You have to choose between 56 items

 33 perks to enhance your rocket
  Choose wisely before you spend your money

 Bad language
  Lots of Kurwas and lots of deaths

 Rare Memes
  They are rare but you will found them...eventually

 25 countryballs enemies with different behavior and AI
  Learn about each country. Learn their behavior. Learn how to avoid them.

 Create your own countryballs.
  This will affect your game strategy

  Collect coins, fuel, burgers and magnets
  You will do anything to survive in space!

 Amazing End Movie for fans who finish the game
  For die hard fans
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Title: Polandball: Can into Space!
Genre: Casual, Indie, RPG
Developer:
Alien Pixel Studios
Publisher:
Alien Pixel Studios
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 and above

Processor: Intel Core i3 @ 2.00 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel HD Graphics 4000

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 700 MB available space

English
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pretty good game. I can now beat off to Hinata in real time.

10\/10

Would fap again. A really great game which, on the outside, may look like a match-3 game but is much more innovative than
that. Blocks have arrows on them and matching three of them will send a stream in the direction of those arrows. You change
the arrow's direction on each block in order to chain matches and keep combos going. There's heaps of variation, too, with each
story level having win conditions and lose conditions. Lots of modifying blocks and environments like stone and glass blocks
and water which is continuously pushing blocks upwards. There are some co-op modes and competitive multiplayer which I
didn't really take a look at but there's more than enough in here in terms of singleplayer.. At first, the puzzles were somewhat
hard to understand but then you get the hang of it and its not that bad and kind of clever. But then i was stuck in the final hall
for about 45min trying to understand what to do next, having no clues on how to continue. I managed to finish the game but not
in a way that i would want to. Meaning i had to look up for certain code in a youtube walkthrough, and the guy too said to not
ask him where he find it, and i hated that i had to look it up somewhere else.(BTW, i played it twice, the first playthrough i gave
up finding clues in the hallway, the 2nd time i got it from a youtube walkthrough) I like hard to crack puzzles but lurking around
in a hallway for 45min and not finding any clue... its kind of dissappointing. I wouldnt call it a horror game because of 1 and a
half semi-jumpscares. i dont mind the graphics but it would be great if interactions werent buggie.
Overall i give this game 5\/10.
. Great game! One of the best arcade-style zombie games around, pretty simple to understand and fun to play. The mechanics of
the game are great, the developers are active and constantly pushing new updates through our feedback. The best part is that you
get the feel of being there since there is no teleport option and as you move in your play area, you move in your fixed spot to
grab stuff around. Everything is proportionally right, it feels so real that I even dropped the controllers over the invisible table in
front of me!

Totally recommended.. DISCLAIMER: I recieved this game as a gift from a friend. It doesn't affect my opinion in any way, I
just thought I'd mention it.

What's it about?
Princess.Loot.Pixel.Again is a rouge-lite action game with a procedurally generated dungeon. It follows the tradition of games
such as The Binding of Isaac and most prominantly Rogue Legacy by allowing the player to collect and purchase upgrades
throughout the adventure in order to make their character stronger.

How does it play?
To the game's credit, the controls are tight and responsive, and the characters move with a satisfying sense of speed and agility.
It is also very well optimised and could easily run on a microwave. Unfortunately, that is where the good points end.

This game suffers from a desperate lack of balance. On some runs I got all the upgrades (figuratively), and on others I got
nothing (almost literally). No matter how many defense upgrades I collected, enemies did the same amount of damage to me.
Most baffling of all, there are several large rooms and sprawling corridors throughout the stages with nothing in them at all. No
traps, no enemies, nothing. There is also no permanence to speak of, which makes attampted runs feel pointless in the end.

While a lot of rouge-lite games are deliberately vague with their item descriptions to encourage experimentaion and discovery, 
Princess.Loot.Pixel.Again has descriptions that make no sense and tell you nothing about what certain items or powers do. There
is not even a glossary that explains the properties of these elements. As a result, I still don't know what the Paladin's special
move does. Is it a shield? A retaliation attack? I couldn't tell you, because the game sure as hell doesn't.

Speaking of which, Princess.Loot.Pixel.Again has a selection of classes that runs the gamut of standard fantasy archetypes, with
classics such as the warrior, the rogue and the wizard all accounted for. However, out of all the classes, only the archer is really
worth playing, with the wizard coming a tentative second. This is because the reach on melee weapons in this game is so small
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that it is extremely difficult not to take damage, especially against bosses or enemies that have ranged attacks. The archer is
overpowered in this case because he can shoot enemies on the other side of the screen, he has a stupidly high critical hit ratio
and his poison arrow special does too much damage for a starting ability. The fact that many of the new abilities found
throughout the game are weaker than his poison arrows smacks of the lack of balance mentioned earlier.

On that note, the second boss in this game is totally unfair. The way in which it attacks means that it is extremely difficult to not
take damage, at least as far as I could tell. You might say "but it's a rouge-lite, it's supposed to be hard", but just remember; The
Binding of Isaac had a sense of balance with its boss encounters.

How does it look?
Princess.Loot.Pixel.Again has a very bland and utilitarian pixel art style that is devoid of life and vibrancy. I can respect creators
wanting to pay homage to the 8-bit and 16-bit eras of gaming but, to paraphrase the lovely Totalbiscuit, developers of that era
were dealing with a lack of technology, not a lack of talent, when it came to videogame graphics. There are some nice lighting
and mist effects present in this game, however; I can appreciate that.

How does it sound?
The soundtrack of this game ranges from listenable to downright obnoxious. I enjoyed a couple of the tracks on offer, but others
(one of which appears to be ripped off from Rogue Legacy) were like having hot screwdrivers driven into my ears, even with the
volume turned down.

On another note, dubstep in a fantasy game?

Really?

Long story short...
Sorry, but Princess.Loot.Pixel.Again is not very good, which is a shame. A lot of love and effort has clearly gone into making this
game, but in a world where genre-defining experiences like The Binding of Isaac, Rogue Legacy and FTL: Faster Than Light
exist, new rogue-lites must do something different in order to stand out, or at least be extremely good at what they do. As it
stands, Princess.Loot.Pixel.Again brings nothing new or interesting to the table. It feels like it is still in Early Access, which is an
issue for any new game, not just this one.

Overall, Princess.Loot.Pixel.Again is a hollow shell of a rogue-lite that is best given a miss, especially when there are so many
better, more fulfilling titles on the market.

And another thing, referencing things that exist is not humour. You are not Family Guy, which isn't funny anyway.. WARNING:
NO ONLINE MULTIPLAYER!!!

Lacks replayability. It's an AMAZING game... but if I can't face other humans, I get bored of it. I'm already bored of it. Could
be so much more fun, but developers didn't go the extra mile unfortunately. Not worth even the $5 on steam summer sale.
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I've played Paint it Back, many of the World Mosaics, and other games along those lines. Yes, I'm sad that Fantasy Mosaics
lacks achievements and cards but I've been in a counting mood and the game was on sale so.... thought I'd try it out. Boy am I
glad I did. This game goes above and beyond the normal counting mosaics. Each picture uses 4 different colors and you can
switch between them, which is lovely if you get stuck. So it's almost like playing 4 mosaics in 1. Though of course, if you've
fleshed out a couple colors, the last 2 are much easier to complete. The game has the normal "left click fills in a space" and
"right click places an X where you know a color won't go". However, unlike many games in this genre, when you've completed
all the correct colors in a row, the rest of the squares are automatically filled with Xs. A great feature! Like other counting
mosaics, there's really no story. But the music is nice, the graphics are beautiful, and the pictures themselves are creative. It's a
shame I won't be adding to my achievements but the game is so enjoyable, I'm going to complete every single picture regardless.
I definitely give this a thumbs-up.. Good paintjobs. I have riden class 319's for years IRL, so I can say this addon is modeled
very well to the real thing the passenger view is spot on and looks like the inside of the real thing. the trains simulater the real
life function very well like the AWS start up sequence and the DSD. The sounds are not very acurrate though so i would
recomend getting the AP Sound Pack that greatly improves the train
This is a must if your're simulating the commuter services in london you must get this DLC its worth every penny.. no? why
no??
cause the game is incomplete. new maps and the map terminal of mw2!!!!

0.4.0.03 many bugs fixed:
This is a combined patch notes for 0.4.0.02 and 0.4.0.03 because they came out within 20 hours of each other.

Over this last week I have spent most of every day tracking down bugs which you guys have been reporting, finding all sorts of
things I couldn't find without receiving your broken save files and broken ship profiles. Thanks a ton for the help, I think the
game is running a bit smoother now.

Here's what's changed:

 0.4.0.02. Development Update: Leveling Up:
This is the second in a series of development updates that I'm going to be posting roughly monthly to keep everyone apprised on
the game's progress, talk openly about how I'm trying to solve game design problems as a first time game designer, and
hopefully elicit some feedback and excitement for things to come. This second entry covers my current work on level design.

If you've seen the trailer for The Technician, you may have seen a couple environments: one relatively plain/empty "Tutorial
Room," and one more detailed "Server Room" location. The Tutorial Room is relatively straightforward and was easy enough to
make (and may not even appear in the final game), so I won't bother talking about it too much here, but I do want to talk about
my thought process behind the Server Room and how things have evolved since then.

The Server Room. Xenon Racer patch notes #1:
Hi all!

You might've noticed a patch going live! If you're wondering what's in there, I've got the list right here:

Fixed some problems with keymapping

Fixed some track assets - LOD problems on Cote d'Azur

Fixed Position of headlights for all the cars

Fixed gameplay problems - respawn on Dubai tracks

Fixed audio & video problems in Final Sequence of championship mode

Fixed some crashes
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That's it for now, but please keep an eye out for more!

-Marten. Update 7: Pitlicious has arrived!:

Happy Eve of Halloween Eve, everyone! We are excited to announce that our newest Pit People update, "Pitlicious", is now
available on Steam!

Aside from new adventures and quality of life additions, Update 7 is full of those "hey, wouldn't it be cool if...?" moments we've
been jotting down since development began. Things like...

"Wouldn't it be cool if those bear blood storms could happen any time?

"What about a bunch of quests in a big city? Crowded streets, hot dog carts, skyscrapers...

"OOH, a prison break! Sheep Mascots! A level full of dynamite. Just dynamite. EVERYWHERE."
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Whether you can stand toe to toe with General Custard or are as innocent as a wee babe, Pitlicious has something strange and
wonderful for you!
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Update includes the following:

===================================
Major content:
===================================. Bundles:
Just to keep our community up to date, we've now been featured on more marketplaces by our official partners! Check them out
below and share where you can:

Cubic Bundle - 8 Days[cubicbundle.com]
Otaka Bundle - 1 Month[otakubundle.com]
Humble Bundle - 1 Month[www.humblebundle.com]
Steam Gifts - Soon[www.steamgifts.com]

We'll have more coming soon, if you have any questions, feel free to contact us!
Harley Game Studios. Up to 80% off in the Lunar New Year Sales!:
Hello Playism Fans

Happy Lunar New Year! The Steam sales have kicked off and there are celebrations all around.

We have set a whole bunch of amazing Playism games on sale, with up to 80% off!
Check out the full list on our Publisher Page or on the Playism blog[blog.playism-games.com].

On top of having up to 80% off, we also have some exciting news!

Touhou Luna Nights - Announcing the next update and end of Early Access. International Console Launch - 19 Oct!:
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Happy fall, y'all! This is just a quick announcement that the PlayStation 4 version of The Tenth Line is coming to
European/Australian regions next week! If you've been waiting for the home port, now is your chance! And, of course, thanks
for your patience - self-publishing is a never-ending adventure.

In addition, a batch of five free avatars will be available on the store, with more to come soon. There are limits on how many I
can put out at once, now, but rest assured, I'll get them all out there as soon as I can. 

Keep in mind, the game language is still entirely in English. American English, at that. If that ever changes, I'll be sure to
announce it way ahead of time. 

Keep watching this space for future projects and release announcements! New platforms? New content? I guess we'll have to
wait and see!. Update Patch Notes - November 28, 2016:

The following updates have been implemented:
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